Destabilizing interactions between the partners of a bifunctional fusion protein.
Hybrid MalE-GVP is a bifunctional protein in vitro since it binds maltose as protein MalE of Escherichia coli and since it is dimeric and specifically binds single-stranded DNA as protein GVP of phage M13. The oxidation rate of a unique cysteine residue was used to compare the stabilities of GVP in its free and hybrid forms, under conditions where MalE was either folded or unfolded by a denaturing agent. The results showed that both the covalent link and tertiary non-covalent interactions between MalE and GVP destabilized GVP in MalE-GVP. To test whether GVP had identical structures in its free and hybrid forms, mutations were used as local conformational probes. The effects of these mutations on the capabilities of MalE-GVP to dimerize and to bind single-stranded DNA were assayed in vitro. They were compatible with the effects of the same mutations on the global activity of free GVP in vivo and with the effects that could be predicted from the known data on free GVP, in particular its crystal structure. Thus, one partner of a hybrid protein can be destabilized by the other partner while maintaining its structural and functional characteristics.